
In July 2021, the Downtown Brooklyn Partnership (DBP),
a not-for-profit local development corporation, partnered
with Coord to conduct a curb management study in the
Fulton Mall area, a vibrant mixed-use district in the heart
of Downtown Brooklyn. 

The DBP team used Coord's platform to collect curb
assets and occupancy data along 3.1 curb miles of curb.
The goal was to better understand usage and allocation
of curb uses in their district, especially since March
2020, when public- and private-sector responses to
COVID-19 brought about changes in how its streets and
curbs were being used.

The case study walks through the findings from this
study, providing detailed data about (1) how curb space
is currently regulated, and (2) how it's being used in
practice.  DBP will use findings to prioritize and inform
discussions with stakeholders to determine what new
curb space allocations or policies will best support all
groups and people enjoying this vibrant slice of Brooklyn. 

Most space is designated as no standing (25%), no
stopping (24%), or metered parking (22%).
Curbside dining and public seating spaces together
take up just 3% of the total curb space.  Construction
occupies 15% of curb space.
Metered parking was full in every zone almost every
day during the study.
Vehicles largely respect and do not block the busway;
however, no standing and no stopping zones were used
for loading and parking fairly often. 
On average commercial loading space is 92% occupied.
Certain locations were routinely at or above capacity.  
Half of the vehicles in commercial loading zones were
non-commercial vehicles.
Commercial vehicles typically use loading zones when
they are available.  Only 18% of commercial vehicles
parked elsewhere when a nearby loading zone was
available. 

The entire data collection, of both occupancy and curb
regulation data, was completed by a single staff member in
three weeks.  Key findings include:

- 
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The Fulton Mall is a dense commercial corridor in
Downtown Brooklyn and is the third-most active
commercial district in New York City, behind just Herald
Square and a few blocks on Madison Avenue in Manhattan.
With this level of activity, demand for curb space in the
area is obviously high, and as it turns out, has been this
way for a long time. 

In the 1970s, the City of New York made Fulton Street,
between Adams Street and Flatbush Ave, a busway,
restricting other vehicle and commercial traffic and giving
buses priority. In conjunction, the City also added
commercial loading space on side streets, to provide
dedicated space for the many deliveries to businesses that
happen along this corridor.

In recent years, the City has been focusing on pedestrian
space. And due to COVID and the growing need for
restaurants to be able to serve patrons outside, the streets
adjacent to the Fulton Mall have seen an increase in
curbside restaurant seating.

With so many changes in the last few years and expected
shifts in demand for curbside space since COVID, the
Downtown Brooklyn Partnership (DBP) worked with Coord
to understand and quantify the current curbside activity
(loading, parking, pick-up/drop-offs) of the Fulton Mall. 
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Background

A bus driving along the Fulton Mall

A map of the Fulton Mall, and its side streets



DBP got up and running with Coord in
a matter of days. A talented staff
member took the lead on the project,
and completed the study in just a few
weeks. All they needed was an
iPhone and a laptop.” 
Dawn Miller 
VP of Policy & Partnerships & Coord

“

In July 2021, DBP began working with Coord to collect curb
data and usage in the Fulton Mall area. This was the first
such study done by the DBP.

By August 2021, the data collection was complete. 
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The Collection

To put it into numbers, the DBP staffer was able to collect
all of the curb assets in the three curb miles of study area,
as well as two full weeks of occupancy data, in this
timeframe, totaling just 15 hours of field work. 

In this case study, we’ll walk through the user experience
and the insights from the collection.

Assets and Regulations Data Collection Process

For the curb asset data (e.g., the street signs, outdoor
dining setups, curb cuts and other features that affect the
curb regulations) DBP used the Coord Collection
Management web app and the Coord Collector mobile app
to create a detailed inventory. 

The Coord Collection Management web app is built to
handle collections of any size and with any number of
collectors in the field; for this study, it was only one
individual collecting curb data, but it’s been used to
manage collections with 20+ collectors collecting
thousands of curb miles in 25+ cities.

The DBP collection manager and the collector were one and
the same in this study. They used the web app to bulk
select all curbs in Downtown Brooklyn they wanted to
assign as part of the collection as well as the specific assets
they wanted the collection to capture. 

They then assigned all of the curbs to themselves, as a
collector. The collector then refreshed their Coord Collector
mobile app and all of the necessary curbs were shown in
blue, indicating they needed to be collected. 

The Coord Collector mobile app has a number of
efficiencies built into it that allowed this collection to be
completed by a single individual in a short period of time.

Tools and Methodology

The Fulton Mall collection area in the Coord Collection Management web
app

The DBP staff member collecting a parking
sign with the Coord Collector app

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/coord-collector/id1425088482


The Coord Collector app uses augmented reality (AR),
not GPS, to position and collect curb data.    
            
As many have likely experienced, GPS starts to falter when
a phone is amongst tall buildings like those in the Fulton
Mall, routinely shifting by 10 feet or more in cities. If
you’re navigating to a restaurant or building, this might not
be a huge issue, but when collecting detailed curb asset
data, a 10-foot difference could mean that the curb cut
you’re collecting on one curb shows up in the data on the
curb across the street. 

Augmented reality works best when comparing points
relative to each other. The Collector app works by having
the user select “start” when they begin a specific curb and
“end” when they finish collecting all assets along it. By
knowing the starting and ending points, AR is able to use
the phone’s camera and accelerometer to measure how far
from the initial point the collector traveled as they
collected other assets along the curb. 

The Collector app only requires the user to select from a
pre-decided list of features - no text entry is required. 

The DBP team selected exactly which assets they did and
didn’t want to collect in the Fulton Mall area. The app then
provided the collector with the appropriate option for any
selected feature, whether it required a photo (for street
signs with text and symbols) or just a linear start/end
point (for curb cuts, curb paint, etc.). This meant no user
text entry or tapping on locations to add features was
needed. All of this was automated via the app, minimizing
the risk of manual entry mistakes. 

As the DBP collector finished collecting the assets on each
curb and uploaded them to the Coord platform, the system
used Coord-developed code to interpret these assets in
the context of New York City’s municipal codes and
translate the combination of curb cuts, curb paint and
other assets into hour-by-hour regulations for each curb.
Again, no user input was needed to seamlessly convert
asset data into meaningful regulations along the curb. 
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A view of regulations in the Fulton Mall side streets from the Coord
web app

Route assignment in the
Coord Collector app

Asset choices in the Coord
Collector app



DBP worked closely with the Coord team to determine which features factored into curb
regulations and should be collected, resulting in the following comprehensive set.
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Feature Types

Parking Signs (all text-
based regulation signs)

Bulb outs Curb Cuts

Private Restaurant Seating
"Streateries"

Curb Paint (yellow & red)

Public Street Seating
"Street Seats"

Bus Stops Construction Zones Hydrants Bike Docks (where they take
up street space)
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Occupancy Data Collection Process

The supply of curb space is, of course, only one part of
the analysis. Occupancy and demand for the space is
essential to understanding where changes can and
should be made to meet existing and future needs.

Occupancy collection on the Fulton Mall worked similarly
to asset collection, with a few notable differences. To set
up the study, curbs were still selected and assigned to a
collector in the Coord Collection management web app.
But because occupancy changes throughout the day,
each set of curbs is called a “route” and has a specific
time schedule, e.g., every 30 minutes, from 10AM-12PM.

The Coord Collector app was then used to collect curb
occupancy data — whether a given block had available
space or was full. To capture occupancy on a given curb,
the DBP collector walked up to an assigned block and
tapped on it, selecting “start” when they were at the
corner. They then walked along the block, tapping a
“plus” button each time they encountered a car parked or
loading along the curb. 

Because the app uses augmented reality, each vehicle
tap recorded a precise latitude/longitude location. When
combined with the asset and regulation data, this data
can be used to identify what type of zone (e.g., no
parking, loading, etc.) a given vehicle was in when they
were parked or loading.  

Along with occupancy, DBP wanted to be able to
categorize the types of vehicles (e.g., police, commercial,
private) using the curbside space to understand the
nature of the demand. Each time they marked a vehicle
as using the curb, the “vehicle type” selector then
appeared in the app. They were then able to tag each
vehicle based on type as they collected occupancy data.

DBP collected occupancy once every day, between
10:30AM and 1:30PM, on each block in the 3.1-mile
study area for two weeks, allowing them to build a
meaningful picture of what curbside demand looks like on
and around the Fulton Mall on weekdays. This amounted
to over 1,800 vehicles cataloged, or about 180 on each
day of collection. 

Tools and Methodology

A view of schedule creation for occupancy collections in the Coord
Collection web app

View of curb occupancy along the Fulton Mall side streets on an
average Wednesday during the collection

Route selection
in the Coord
Collector app



This collection yielded a wealth of interesting curb usage
insights for the DBP team. The results can be divided into
two categories: regulations (supply) and occupancy
(demand, factoring in supply). Let’s dive in! 
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View of regulations on Fulton Mall side streets in the Coord web app, alongside a graph of aggregate totals of various regulation types

Insights and Results

The best stakeholder
conversations are grounded in
facts. The study we did with Coord
gives us the data we need to
advocate for street designs that
meet today’s needs.” 
Laura Carlson
Operations Manager, Downtown Brooklyn Partnership

“

At a high level, this collection gave a clear picture of the
various uses supported by the curbs in the Fulton Mall, as
well as their distribution in the area. Note: for any
percentages and usage of space calculations below, the
Fulton Street busway itself isn’t included, as it’s explicitly
dedicated to buses and isn’t a candidate for potential curb
use changes at this time.

Looking through the regulations, a few data points stand
out:

No standing and no stopping dominate. 49% of all non-
busway space is regulated as “No Stopping” (24%) or “No
Standing” (25%).  NYC Department of Transportation
defines “No Stopping” as no stopping for any reason. “No
Standing” prohibits loading and unloading of goods but
does allow vehicles to stop to pick up or drop off
passengers in these zones. 

Regulations



View of no standing and no stopping zones in the Fulton
Mall area in the Coord web app

View of metered parking zones on the Fulton Mall side
streets in the Coord web app

View of commercial loading and no parking zones on the
Fulton Mall side streets in the Coord web app
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Metered parking is common.  Metered parking (which runs
from 9AM-7PM on every day except Sunday) is the next
most common use of curb lanes, representing about 97 car
lengths, or 22%, of all non-busway spaces in the Fulton
Mall area.

From 7PM until 9AM on weekdays and Saturdays, all
metered parking and time-limited parking converts to
unrestricted parking, ballooning the unrestricted parking,
which is almost nonexistent during the day, to 152 car
lengths and 34% of all available space. 

Metered parking is unevenly distributed. Interestingly,
metered parking is basically all concentrated on the north
side of the Fulton St. busway. Eighty of the 97 car lengths of
metered parking are found north of the busway. There may
be a reason for this, including narrower streets and more
residential areas south of the busway, but it may be worth
reviewing whether this allocation aligns with the
neighborhood’s needs in this area. 

Space for Commercial Loading. Specifically designated
commercial loading space is evenly split between the side
streets north and south of the busway. There are 44 car
lengths of commercial loading space in the Fulton Mall at
peak, or about 10% of all usable non-busway space. 

New York City’s parking laws are nuanced and also allow for
loading/unloading of goods and people along “No Parking”
curbs as well. If we include “no parking” spaces as viable
loading spots for commercial vehicles, we almost double
the amount of usable commercial loading space, to 81 car
lengths of loading, or 18% of all curb space during peak
hours.

There are a few large loading zones that are only zoned for
commercial loading from 7AM-7PM. The total commercial
loading space decreases by 315 feet, to 29 car lengths,
outside of these hours. It may be worth an additional
occupancy study to see whether all commercial loading
zones should have these hours, which would open the
spaces up for other uses off-peak. 



Albee Square West’s curbs are in high demand for all
vehicles and uses. Both commercial loading zones here
were effectively full, if not double parked in, on seven of
the ten study days. This may be an area where more
loading space, enforcement, and parking wayfinding
may be beneficial. 

On average, 92% of commercial loading space was occupied
on a given day during the two weeks of collection. 

However, commercial vehicles were less than 50% of the
vehicles in these spaces every day surveyed; on average,
private vehicles represented about 47% of all vehicles in
commercial loading spaces, commercial vehicles 37% and
police vehicles 16%.

Likewise, on two of the ten days surveyed, the commercial
loading zones were over 100% full. To get to over 100%,
vehicles must be double-parked. 

Albee Square West, a street on the east half of the Fulton
Mall and north of the busway, had the highest rate of double
parking in commercial zones. Based on the regulation
collection, there is a construction zone here that both
private and commercial vehicles seem to be using as a
makeshift barrier to double park behind.

On these 100%+ days, commercial vehicles were only
occupying 32% of the space; the other 68% was taken by
private vehicles (50%) and/or police (18%). 

In terms of usage of the commercial loading space, there
were pockets of both high and low occupancy.

Construction Occupies Significant Curb Space. There is a
lot of construction happening in New York City, including at
the Fulton Mall. Just seven construction zones took up
1,430 ft., or 15%, of all usable space on side streets, which
comes out to 200 ft of curb space used per construction
zone. 

Curbside Dining Occupies Minimal Space. There are three
restaurant “streateries” and two public street seats along
the non-busway side streets within the Fulton Mall study
area. The streateries represent about 9 total car lengths
and 2% of all usable space, with the street seats taking up
3 car lengths and under 1%. As far as total curb space,
these don’t appear to take up a significant amount of it. 

Open Streets. To support local business and allow for
outdoor socializing on streets during COVID and beyond,
New York City implemented the wide-ranging Open Streets
program. “Open Street: Limited Local Access/Full Closure”
areas are streets with either limited or no access to
motorized vehicles, where restaurants can participate by
setting out seating in the street and pedestrians and bikes
can move about freely. 

There is one "Open Street/Full Closure" in the Fulton Mall
study area. Lawrence St. was blocked to all traffic between
8AM and 11PM Friday to Sunday, which is likely why we saw
minimal usage of the street on Fridays. 

There is an "Open Street: Limited Local Access" on both
Willoughby and Pearl Streets.  It is “open” daily from 8AM-
7PM, with only vehicles making local deliveries and drop-
offs (with limited parking access only if necessary) allowed
on the block. The curbs on this street weren’t part of the
study area, but they were adjacent to streets that were. The
open street may impact curb access and use along nearby
curbs.

A barrier listing the traffic rules for an open street in Brooklyn
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Occupancy and Demand for

Curb Space

Commercial Loading Zones

Combining regulation information with data from the
occupancy study provided several interesting insights.

https://www1.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/pedestrians/openstreets.shtml
https://www1.nyc.gov/html/dot/html/pedestrians/openstreets.shtml


Red Hook Lane, at the southwest of the study area
The west side of Smith Street (the east side is bus only and
connects buses to the Fulton Mall busway)
Two zones on the east side of Bridge Street

Note: With this frequency of use on Smith St. and Bridge St.,
right next to the busway, it is possible that cars are turning
off the busway after a block, as required, and finding the
closest open curb space, legal or otherwise. 

The east side of Duffield Street
The west side of Albee Square West (also known as Gold St).
Multiple zones on Dekalb Ave between Flatbush and Bond, at
the northeast of the study area

On an average day in the collection, there were 24 vehicles
in the No Stopping zones (16 private vehicles, 6 commercial,
2 police). 25% of all no stopping space was occupied, which
was 6% of all usable curb space. Every day of the week saw
about the same number of vehicles in no stopping zones. 

A few curbs were also hotspots for illegal “no stopping”
activity (list moves west to east along the map below): 

Bridge Street, north of the busway and on the west half
of the mall, has a smaller zone (62 ft. long). This zone
was only 40-60% full on nine of the ten collection days.
The lack of other loading zones on this block, and the
zone’s relatively smaller size, may make the Bridge
Street zone harder to find or perhaps less desirable for
larger trucks to load in.

Beyond these two extremes, every other commercial
loading zone was 75%+ full on most collection days, and
when there were open spaces, it didn’t fall into an
observable day-of-week pattern. 
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Breakdown of commercial zone occupancy by day on Fulton
Mall side streets during the study

Takeaways

Commercial loading spaces are obviously highly sought after
around the Fulton Mall. Almost every commercial zone, not
just those on Albee Square West, had some double parking
recorded in it.

There may be opportunities to potentially direct vehicles to
the underutilized Bridge Street zone while adding additional
spaces where there may be unmet demand. We’ll dive a little
deeper into how and when commercial vehicles are deciding
to use commercial loading space in the next section. 

Enforcing commercial loading space is not a simple
endeavor, but it may be worth partnering in strategic
enforcement along Albee Square West, as the double parking
there is a concern. 

It appears that non-buses (commercial, private and police
vehicles) are respecting the busway rules. Out of 2,500+
parked vehicles collected over 10 days, there were only 23
vehicles recorded as parked or loading on the busway.

However, the no standing and no stopping areas outside of
the Fulton Street busway were being used at a fairly high
rate considering the strict regulations. 

Busway and other no standing/stopping usage

No Stopping Zones

View of all "No Stopping" hotspots on Fulton Mall side streets during
the collection, highlighted. Average occupancy percentage and
number of days vehicles were present in the zone are also included. 



On an average day during data collection, there were 39.4
vehicles in the No Standing zones (27.7 private vehicles, 9.4
commercial, 2.3 police). 39% of all no standing space was
occupied, which was 10% of all usable curb space. Every
day of the week saw about the same number of vehicles
parked or loading in “no standing” zones.

“No standing” occupancy was even more concentrated than
“no stopping,” partially because there are a few long
stretches of it in the Fulton Mall area. Albee Square West
(Gold Street) and Dekalb Avenue each had multiple vehicles
parked in “no standing” zones on every day of the
collection. Other hotspots include narrow side streets off
the Fulton Mall busway (Hanover Place, Gallatin Place and
Red Hook Lane), where vehicles appear to be parking up on
the sidewalk to allow enough space for through traffic.

Takeaways

Carving out more space for commercial loading in certain
high-demand areas, such as along Red Hook Lane, Albee
Square West and Dekalb Avenue, and having more right-
priced metered parking spaces, could better meet demand
for loading space while creating more parking turnover and
therefore availability. This could decrease illegal parking in
no stopping zones and overstays in no standing spaces,
particularly among private vehicles, and better meet
vehicles' needs while bringing more alignment between
intended and actual use of curbs. 
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No Standing Zones

View of all "No Standing" zones on and adjacent to the Fulton Mall,
with occupancy hotspots during the collection highlighted in red.
Average occupancy percentage and number of days vehicles were
present in the zone are also included. 

On an average day in the collection, there were 87.5
vehicles in the metered parking zones (67.7 private
vehicles, 12.6 commercial, 7.2 police); 95% of all metered
parking space was occupied, which was 21% of all usable
curb space. 

However, breaking out the metered parking usage by day
reveals an interesting pattern. Most days hovered around
the average, but Fridays were well below the mean, with 76
vehicles parked in metered parking.

In terms of concentration of usage, all metered parking
areas were at 75% or higher occupancy on most days;
exceptionally full or over capacity curbs were found on both
sides of Bridge Street and Lawrence Street and on the west
side of Nevins Street.

The metered parking on Bridge Street, north of the center of
the Fulton Mall busway, was full on the east side of the
street every day, but typically at 60% of capacity on the
west side. 

There is a temporary construction zone along the west side
of the street, overruling an existing multi-space meter. The
fluctuation in usage is likely due to a lack of visual clues for
drivers that this is a "No Parking" area. If there is no active
construction happening, there is only a single, small sign to
indicate the zone's intended use.

Takeaways

Although construction seems to be the main culprit for the
pocket of decreased usage on Bridge, further analysis would
help the team understand more about what is driving this
anomaly and whether it is ripe for intervention.

Beyond this, all of the metered parking zones were more or
less full every day of the collection, with many double
parked and over capacity. In conjunction with the spill-over
demand using no standing and no stopping space to park
their cars, it may be worth revisiting meter price levels for
the area to address some of the overwhelming demand. 

Metered Parking
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39% were in metered parking, 
16% were in no standing (usually on Albee Square West
or Red Hook Lane)
14% were in no parking
11% in commercial loading
9% were in no stopping
And, 11% in all other curb regulation types combined

29% were in a commercial loading zone
25% were in metered parking
18% were in no standing zones (usually on Albee Square
West or Red Hook Lane)
12% were in no stopping zones
7% were in no parking spaces
And, 9% in all other curb regulation types combined

In the previous sections, we looked at the collection data
from the perspective of the curb, asking which curbs and
which types of zones were in highest demand. Flipping this,
we can also examine curb use in the area from the
perspective of the vehicle: for a given type of vehicle in the
area, where was it most often found? 

Over the course of two weeks, 2,530 vehicles were marked
and categorized as part of the occupancy collection. 69% of
vehicles were private vehicles, 20% were commercial
vehicles, and 10% were police vehicles.  

Private vehicles were distributed as follows: 

Commercial vehicles were distributed as follows:

Only 18% of commercial vehicles that parked in a non-
loading zone did so when there was an available and open
commercial loading zone spot on their side of the block. The
other 82% may have used a loading zone had one been
available, but without an open one on the block of their
drop-off, resorted to paid parking, no standing or a no
stopping zone. 

Vehicles and Where They Are Most

Commonly Parked

Duffield Street, north of the Fulton Mall busway. There
is no loading zone on either side of this part of Duffield,
and commercial vehicles frequented the metered and
time-limited parking here.
Hoyt Street, on the east side. There is a lot of
commercial loading space on the west side of Hoyt,
which was highly occupied. The east side is mostly "No
Stopping" and has a large construction zone along it; it
was still regularly used by commercial vehicles to load
and unload. This may be an opportunity to improve
wayfinding for drivers or add additional loading space.
Bridge Street, which we’ve seen is a high demand area
in general. Metered parking and no parking zones on the
west side were in high use, while the underutilized,
commercial loading zone sat just across the street. 
Jay Street, north of Fulton Street, is part of a busway. 
 It is permitted for buses and trucks only, while
passenger cars must make the next turn off Jay St. 
 Commercial vehicles regularly parked along this route
to perform loading. 

25% were parked in metered parking
25% in commercial loading
18% in no parking spaces
8% were in no stopping
7% were in passenger loading
And, 17% in all other curb regulation types combined

The blocks without commercial loading zones where
commercial vehicles most frequently parked were:

Police vehicles were distributed as follows:

Police vehicles were mostly congregated on the west side of
the Fulton Mall.



Takeaways

Unsurprisingly, the amount of available commercial loading
space on a given block seemed to have an impact on
whether commercial drivers used these spaces or not. Only
18% of all drivers were loading or unloading in a non-
loading space when there was one available on the block,
and because we only captured a point in time, the number
may be lower, as the zone may have been occupied when
they arrived.

Delivery drivers typically prioritize convenience and
proximity to their delivery location when looking for a place
to pull over. Adjusting and adding commercial loading
zones, or increasing enforcement, may cause a positive shift
here.

It may be worth testing adding loading space or shifting it to
some of the high demand areas during peak delivery hours,
to see if this has a positive impact on traffic flow and
compliance.
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Conclusions

DBP was able to collect a wealth of data easily, efficiently,
and with a high degree of precision using Coord technology
and their own in-house talent. As was mentioned
throughout, this case study in some ways is the tip of the
iceberg in terms of insights the team can generate from a
collection with Coord, especially if multiple occupancy time
periods can be collected. 

DBP will draw upon these findings to prioritize issues to
discuss with stakeholders, including the City, to determine
what new curb space allocations, regulations or policies will
best support the residents, businesses, visitors and
everyone enjoying this vibrant slice of Brooklyn. 

The case study is the product of a talented group of public
servants at the Downtown Brooklyn Partnership, namely
Laura Carlson (Operations Manager), Belinda Cape (Senior
Vice President of Communications + Public Affairs) and
Catherine Cullen (DBP's summer intern who collected all of
the data used in this study), as well as the entire Coord
team.
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